START MALFUNCTION \LYYSIS MATRIX

I. Negative Ignition --- F/F?
   No --- 16% switch or Ignition C/B
   Yes --- LM, when did fuel drain?

   Fuel Drain
   Continuous --- Ignition relay or drip valve --- MX
   After stop-start --- Igniters or spray pattern --- try enrichment

II. Negative Secondary Pump Pressure Lite --- TIT Drop?
    Yes --- (2 good pumps and a valve) --- Bulb, C/B, pressure switch
    No --- Secondary pump or valve --- MX

III. Secondary pump pressure lite remains ON --- TIT drop?
     Yes --- Pressure Switch --- MX
     No --- Pull Ign Control C/B
     Lite out --- 65% switch --- FLY
     Lite on --- Primary pump or valve --- MX

ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM COMPONENTS LOCATIONS